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A product you shouldn’t be without:
Introducing the revolutionary HD Audio & Video recording device

32GB High Capacity Internal Memory
With 32 GB of built in memory, the Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM can store up to 21 hours of
Video, approximately 20,000 photo images and about 500 hours of audio recordings.

Vehicle HD DVR Video Recorder
The Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM can also be
used as a vehicle recorder replacing the
high cost dash cams that law enforcement
agencies currently use today. With its 120
degree field of view the Wolfcom 3rd
EyeTM captures not only the road in front
of the vehicle but the pavements as well.
The Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM also features
a rotating camera mount that allows the
officer to reach up and turn the camera
completely around to film the back seat.
This feature not only makes most detainees
behave but is important when video
documentation of a suspect in custody in
the back seat is necessary. With our low light
night vision technology, the Wolfcom
3rd EyeTM will capture everything, day or night.

“Protecting Officers

and

Civilians”

The Wolfcom 3rd Eye is a revolutionary HD Audio & Video recording
device incorporated into a 2-way radio handset transmitter / receiver.
TM

Replacing a standard radio handset device for the sole purpose of HD video,
audio, and photo recording of the interactions of the wearer or user whilst
maintaining the functions of a radio handset transmitter / receiver.
At the flick of a switch the unit will begin recording audio and video in full 1080P
HD resolution. For nighttime recording, the unit features built-in infrared LED’s for
Night Vision that will see and record in complete darkness.
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The Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM Unit
1. GPS Locator
2. Waterproof ABS Casing
3. 2-way Radio Microphone
4. Infrared LED
5. NightVision Mode Switch
6. Wide Angle Lens
7. 2” TFT LCD Screen w/Pro Glass

9. Metal Clip Mount
10. Playback Audio Speaker
11. Toggle Joystick
12. Functionality Buttons
13. Reboot Button
14. LED Charge Indicator
15. Picture Snap Shot Button

16. Mini USB PC Connection
17. HDMI Output
18. One Touch REC (OTR) Button
19. PTT Button
20. Input for 2-way Radio
21. 32GB Internal Memory
22. Kenwood / Motorola Switch

Completely Versatile “Because you deserve the best”
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Use with your radio

As a Standalone Recorder

As a Car HD Video Recorder
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See Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM on our

channel: youtube.com/signaloneaustralia

Call now on (02) 9698 9299 or visit www.signalone.com.au for more info

High Resolution Video Quality

Covert Earpiece for discreet listening

Truly the first of its kind, no other body worn camera can
do what this one can. With the ability to record in true
HD 1080P, the Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM is the highest
recording quality body camera recorder in the market
today. It’s built-in wide angle lens captures more than just
the action. With a wide angle field of view combined
with HD quality video, playback puts you right in the
shoes of the user.

With the Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM covert earpiece,
you’ll be able to discreetly monitor radio traffic without
alarming the public or giving away your position during
tense situations. The covert earpiece plugs right into the
radio cable and screws securely in place. The clear tube
design insures clear crisp audio every time. Available in
Clear tube or D-ring design. The Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM
is also compatible with other aftermarket earpieces.

1080P Full HD Colour Video Recording up to 60 FPS

3rd EyeTM Visual Tactical Advantage

“Better to expose your 3rd Eye than your two real eyes”
The Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM can also be used by an officer
to peek around corners or into a dark room giving him a safe
tactical advantage without exposing his body to harm. An
officer can also use it to record video or snap a photo for later
analysis of the situation. Our low light capability and infrared
Night Vision technology allows the officer to see who is waiting
for them in the dark.

Discretion, better than aggression.

GPS Geo Tagging

Fix a location to the picture / video / sound
recording
The Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM is the very first body worn
camera system that incorporates GPS Geo Tag that
stamps the longitude and latitude coordinates onto
every video and picture file. Frame by frame and picture
by picture. When reviewing videos on our software you’ll
be able to see the route of the video simultaneously on
Wolfcom’s Management Software a map next to it and as the video moves so does the dot
on the map. This is valuable when reviewing video of a
foot or car chase as you’ll be able to see the exact route
taken as footage of the chase unfolds before you.

12 Megapixel Camera

Instant Playback with Password Protection

Arriving at the scene of an accident or crime
the Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM enables the
officer to quickly snap photo images even
while the unit is recording video in both night
vision and full colour mode. With the included
32GB memory, the Wolfcom 3rd EyeTM
can store thousands of high quality images
instantly. With Built-in GPS Geo Tag Software
every file will have time, date, and GPS
coordinates stamped into each image file.
Each image can then be tracked to the exact
time, date, & location the photo was taken.

The instant playback feature on the Wolfcom
3rd EyeTM allows the officer to playback videos
and images anytime on the 2 inch colour LCD
display. Video can be paused, rewound, and fast
forwarded at a maximum of 16x speed. With the
screen capture function the officer can pause the
video and at the push of a button save the image
as a picture. With the password protect feature, only
the administrator can delete recorded files, further
protecting the user and the recorded.

Photograph Evidence on the spot with GPS Geo Tag
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Secure, tamper-proof files, can be replayed,
but not edited by user
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